Create your own backyard oasis

With a Masonry Fire Ring

MAISON-LITE
by MFI • Masonry Fireplace Industries, LLC
Modular Pre-Cast Fireplace Systems
Lightweight Masonry Fire Ring

Mason-Lite is a company built on helping homeowners realize their dream of installing true masonry hearth products without the cost and complexity of traditional masonry construction. Our latest product: the Masonry Fire Ring continues this tradition.

Outdoor living has become increasingly popular and no deck, patio or outdoor room would be complete without a fire to gather around. The Mason-Lite Fire Ring is an authentic masonry, 48” diameter gas fire pit complete with integral gas burner system. Constructed of 8” split face concrete block and finished with a smooth stone cap, our fire rings are available in two or three tiered versions. The concealed gas control includes convenient electronic ignition while our custom, corrosion resistant aluminized steel burner is finished in a high-temperature black finish and concealed beneath the massive lava rock bed.

Features & Benefits

- Two and Three Tier High Versions Available with Smooth Stone Cap
- Manual Control Burner with Electronic Ignition in Natural or Propane Gas
- Aluminized Steel Burner with Hi-Temp Black Finish
- Massive Lava Rock Bed Included
- Controls Hidden Behind Brick Block Access Panel
- Skillful Engineering Allows for Installation on your Patio or Outdoor Deck
- Lightweight Modular Construction & Optional Grouting Required for Easy Assembly

U.S. factory built & code compliant
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